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Research Methods

What is covered in this chapter:

• Methodological considerations and various decisions you need to
make in setting up and performing a human–robot interaction
(HRI) study;
• The strengths and weaknesses of different research methods, and

how to identify them for understanding and evaluating HRI;
• How the choice of robot, environment, and context matter for

study results;
• The importance of looking at new ways of reporting data and in-

sights befitting HRI, even though there is a tradition of reporting
experimental work.

Now you have a robot, and you want to know with some certainty
how it performs. What do people think about its appearance? How do
they react to its behavior? Will people accept it? What will the effects
of using the robot be in the short term or over a longer period of time?
How does the robot perform technically? These are common questions
in human–robot interaction (HRI), and they will require you to use
different research approaches and methodologies to find the answers.

HRI research consists of at least two interrelated components: the
human and the robot. These are essential to any HRI study; if you
investigate humans without robots, you are engaging in social science
research, whereas research on robots without humans involved would
qualify as robotics or artificial intelligence research. The unit of analysis
in HRI is always some form of interaction between the two. The context
in which HRI happens is of high relevance and needs to be explicitly
defined in studies. You might study HRI in the lab or in a school
or hospital; you might study HRI in different cultures or in different
application domains. The context in which the robot interacts with
people is very likely to have a strong influence on your results, and
you need to be aware of with whom and in what circumstances the
interaction unfolds.

Although the focus of HRI is always on the interaction between hu-
mans and robots, there are different aspects of this relationship to
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Research Methods 127

study. In robot-centered work, the research focus might be on develop-
ing the technical capabilities that robots need to interact with people,
or testing different aspects of the robot’s functionality or design to see
which are most effective. In user-centered work, on the other hand, the
focus of a study could be on understanding aspects of human behavior
or cognition that will affect the success of HRI. For instance, an ex-
troverted user might prefer more direct communication by the robot,
whereas an introverted user might like indirect communication.

HRI research also increasingly strives to strike a balance between
these two approaches, coupling robot and user-centered aspects in dif-
ferent ways. For example, in iterative design, the robot’s design goes
through a number of cycles of prototyping, testing, analyzing, and re-
fining. Researchers come up with a series of robot design ideas, which
they then test out with users. Based on the users’ preferences, the re-
searchers then further develop the robot’s appearance and capabilities.
Another mode of coupling user- and robot-centered aspects of HRI is
through studying human behavior to develop behavioral models that
can then be applied to HRI and to test those out with users to see if
they produce the expected and desired results in interaction.

Studies in which users interact with the robot, tests of the robot’s
performance, and more open-ended explorations of ways in which peo-
ple and robots interact in everyday life are all part of HRI research.
Consequently, HRI researchers draw on and often mix a variety of re-
search methods and techniques, some adapted from other disciplines
(e.g., sociology, anthropology, or human factors research) and some de-
veloped for the HRI field itself (e.g., the “Wizard-of-Oz” technique,
described in Section 9.6.1). To employ these methods successfully, HRI
researchers need to be aware of their strengths and weaknesses, the
kinds of data and insights they may produce, and the types of techni-
cal and human resources they require.

Taking an experimental approach has become standard in the HRI
community. This was not always the case, and a quick glance at older
HRI research will show methods that would make current HRI re-
searchers blush. There is a push to have current research meet criteria
for methodological soundness that are applied in other empirical sci-
ences, such as psychology (Baxter et al., 2016). This chapter discusses
the kinds of decisions that HRI researchers make at different points in
the research process, from defining the research questions (Section 9.1),
to study design (Section 9.2), to statistics (Section 9.8), and explains
the journey you will make when evaluating the interaction between
robots and people. After thinking through the steps to formulating a
research question in Section 9.1, Section 9.2 provides examples of dif-
ferent uses of qualitative, quantitative, and mixed methods in user and
system studies, observational and experimental studies, and other forms
of HRI research. The selection of participants is the focus of Section 9.3,
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128 Research Methods

whereas Section 9.4 emphasizes the importance of defining the context
of interaction as part of the initial study design. Sections 9.5 and 9.6
consider how to choose an appropriate robot and mode of interaction
for your HRI studies. Sections 9.7 and 9.8 present various metrics and
research standards to be taken into account in HRI research, including
statistical, ethical, and generalizability concerns. The overall aim of the
chapter is to provide a basis from which to make initial study design
choices and then delve more deeply into research methods to develop
your own novel HRI studies.

9.1 Defining a research question and approach

Defining a good research question is one of the hardest tasks of a re-
searcher. To form a strong research question, a researcher must con-
sider previous relevant work and replicate or extend it to contribute
new scientific insights. In HRI, such insights can come in the form of
knowledge about human cognition and behavior, guidelines for robot
design, technical aspects of the robot, or findings that can inform the
application of robots in different use contexts.

Research questions in HRI might arise from theoretical considera-
tions, such as the expectation that people will treat robots as social, or
from the pragmatic need to test the usability of a certain robot feature
or function. To find relevant literature from multiple fields of expertise,
we recommend searching publications across disciplinary databases to
incorporate research findings from multiple fields of relevant expertise.
Ideally, you would look for a well-established phenomenon or theory
and seek to replicate and extend it in your new research project, inde-
pendently of whether it is about humans or robots. Research on inter-
actions among humans can easily serve as a blueprint for human–robot
research. Existing work in HRI, psychology, sociology, anthropology,
design, and media communications can provide relevant insights into
the underpinnings of smooth, successful, and acceptable HRI or into
the optimal, human-centered design of a novel robot platform.

To illustrate, in the 1990s, Reeves and Nass Reeves and Nass (1996)
proposed the “computers as social actors” (CASA) approach and sought
to replicate classic psychological findings in the context of human–
computer interaction. In their seminal work, the authors conducted
studies that provide evidence for the hypothesis that computers are
treated just like human interaction partners. Moreover, they found that
such behavior occurs quite automatically. For instance, they showed
that humans give higher ratings if a computer asks about its own per-
formance than when they have to rate the performance on a different
computer, which indicates that people are polite to computers. Later
on, the CASA approach was successfully extended to HRI through a
wide array of studies, including some exploring the attribution of gen-
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9.1 Defining a research question and approach 129

der to robots (Eyssel and Hegel, 2012) and users’ mental models of
robots (Walden et al., 2015) and others studying the effects of percep-
tions of social presence and agency in caregiving (Kim et al., 2013) and
educational (Edwards et al., 2016) scenarios. This paradigm continues
to inspire new research in HRI.

9.1.1 Is your research exploratory or confirmatory?

Broadly speaking, research can be classified as either exploratory or
confirmatory research. Exploratory research questions deal with phe-
nomena that have not previously been examined in detail and aim at
finding out the general “lay of the land” in a specific domain. For ex-
ample, you might ask “How do people adopt and use a robot vacuum
cleaner in their home over one month?” or “Do people attribute gen-
der to robots and assign stereotypes to them?” Exploratory research
assumes that there is not enough relevant prior information about the
phenomenon to formulate testable expectations about the potential
outcomes of the study, and it therefore seeks to explore what factors
might be important and which outcomes are possible.

In an exploratory HRI study, Jodi Forlizzi and Carl DiSalvo inves-
tigated how a vacuum-cleaning robot is integrated into the homes
of real people. Their findings produced many surprises for the re-
search community (Forlizzi and DiSalvo, 2006), including that peo-
ple would treat autonomous robotic vacuums as social actors, that
such vacuums could inspire teenagers to clean their rooms, and
even that some pet–robot interaction occurred (see Figure 9.1).

Figure 9.1 A cat

riding on a

Roomba robot

(2002–present).

(Source: Eirik

Newth)

When there is enough information to formulate hypotheses about the
possible outcomes of an intervention, we enter the domain of confirma-
tory research. The goal of confirmatory research is to test hypotheses.
In your hypothesis, you need to spell out the findings that you an-
ticipate prior to starting your study and explain why you think those
findings should be expected. A key point here is to formulate a ques-
tion in such a way that it is verifiable. Take this example from everyday
life: You might know that teenagers are often interested in new gad-
gets and technologies but tend to avoid doing chores. This may lead you
to expect that introducing a robotic vacuum cleaner into their homes
will increase their engagement with cleaning compared to introducing
a normal top-of-the-line vacuum cleaner. You would then design your
study in such a way that it answers the following research question:
“Do teenagers engage in more cleaning with a robotic vacuum cleaner
compared to a conventional vacuum cleaner?”
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130 Research Methods

You should consider registering your hypotheses prior to conduct-
ing your experimental study at one of the many sites available
for that purpose, such as the Center for Open Science (https:
//osf.io/prereg), AsPredicted (https://aspredicted.org), or
the U.S. National Library of Medicine (https://clinicaltrials.
gov). This will keep your work in line with the standards and rigor
in the psychological and clinical sciences and makes it clear that
you have not adjusted your hypothesis to fit the data or have re-
ported only carefully selected results (Nosek et al., 2017).

The teenagers and cleaning example shows how hypotheses can be
inspired by commonsense knowledge, but you can also build on prior
empirical research and social theory to develop hypotheses about HRI.
One such example is the social conformity theory of Solomon Asch,
who showed how people tend to conform to peer pressure. In an elegant
experiment, he showed that when people complete a simple visual task
in a group setting, they are more likely to give the same response as
others in the group even if they know the response is wrong (Asch,
1951). This classic experiment can be run with a group made up of
robots rather than people. Will people conform to robots? Studies have
shown that adults do not, but children do (Brandstetter et al., 2014;
Vollmer et al., 2018).

9.1.2 Are you establishing correlation or causation?

Along with deciding whether your research questions call for an ex-
ploratory or confirmatory approach, you need to decide whether you
want to establish correlation or causation between the variables of in-
terest in your research study.

In correlational studies, we can show a clear pattern by which the
variables change value in relation to each other, but we cannot know
what causes this relationship. A correlational survey study of teenagers
using the Roomba could measure whether there is a statistical relation-
ship between households owning a Roomba and the amount of time
teenagers spend cleaning. We would, however, not necessarily know
why this relationship happens. It might be that teenagers who own a
Roomba are more tidy to start with, or that their parents ask them
to clean more often. To make the claim that a Roomba would increase
the time spent cleaning, you would need to compare the behaviors of
two similar groups of teenagers by giving one group a Roomba and the
other group a regular vacuum cleaner, then measuring the outcomes.
This requires an experimental study design to investigate the causal
relationship and show that a change in one variable actually leads to a
change in the other. We do this by dividing a sample into two (or more)
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Figure 9.2 A
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similar groups, then manipulating the variable we think has an effect
in one group, and finally measuring the variable of interest in both
groups. Because the groups should be similar in terms of demograph-
ics, skills, and other characteristics at the start, any major difference
that is observed would be the result of our manipulation.

The difference between correlation and causation is important be-
cause it defines what conclusions can be drawn from the findings.
Correlation says nothing other than “these things happen to occur
simultaneously”—for example, there will be a strong correlation be-
tween the number of firefighters on the scene and the damage that a
fire did. This does not, of course, mean that the fire was caused by
firefighters or that we should stop sending firefighters whenever there’s
a fire. Sometimes a correlation even pops up for no reason at all, a so-
called “spurious correlation.” An example of a spurious correlation is
the strong (ρ = 0.97, r2 = 0.896) relationship between U.S. per-capita
cheese consumption and the number of people who died by becoming
tangled in their bedsheets (see Figure 9.21).

9.2 Choosing among qualitative, quantitative, and mixed
methods

How you define your research question will also affect what type of
methods you should use to answer it. Qualitative methods allow re-
searchers to understand the qualities of an interaction that are difficult
to capture in numbers. It requires researchers to identify and interpret
the underlying meaning or thematic patterns that they see in social
interaction. The data that are derived from these studies typically can-
not be expressed numerically, which disqualifies this approach from be-
ing used to establish correlations or causation. Quantitative methods,

1http://www.tylervigen.com/
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132 Research Methods

in contrast, often take the shape of surveys or controlled experiments
and produce data that can be expressed numerically and analyzed sta-
tistically to check for correlations and causation. They will therefore
allow you to make predictions or even establish cause and effect. Ob-
servational studies (Section 10.2.3) can produce both qualitative and
quantitative data, which can be used to investigate commonly seen
patterns in interaction and correlations between the characteristics of
the humans, robots, or context. For instance, you might find from ob-
servation and interviews that the number of times adolescents clean
with the Roomba can be related to their personality characteristics,
such as self-reported conscientiousness. The interviews might also tell
you that people talk about the Roomba as a social actor, calling it a
“he” or “she” rather than an “it” (i.e., a tool). Finally, your research
questions might call for a mixed-methods approach, which may include
exploratory research using interviews, focus groups, or observation of
naturalistic interaction to identify emergent factors significant to HRI,
followed by experiments to confirm these relationships. For example,
if your interviews lead you to think that the autonomous behavior of
the Roomba is what makes it seem social to people, you could set up
an experiment to test this. Such an experiment would have two groups
of participants, whom you present with either an autonomous Roomba
or a Roomba that they steer using a game controller. You can then
measure the level of sociality they ascribe to each Roomba and test if
these are significantly different from one another.

9.2.1 User studies

User studies are experiments in which you bring people in to interact
with a robot. Not all HRI research requires a user study—for example,
you might just want to test the navigation capability of your recep-
tionist robot. However, most HRI research at some point will involve
a study in which you measure how users respond to variations of the
robot, the interaction itself, or the context of the interaction. These
different variations are called experimental conditions. The critical fea-
ture of a user study is the random assignment of a large enough sample
of research participants to your experimental conditions. Experimental
conditions typically emerge from the factors that you consider of im-
portance or interest and should be outlined in your research design. For
instance, assume we want to test whether people apply human stereo-
types to a gendered robot. To test this, we run an experiment using
a male and a female robot prototype. The robot’s gender is called the
independent variable, which is the aspect in the experiment that is
controlled. Because we test two robot versions, male versus female, the
independent variable has two levels. The resulting research design thus
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9.2 Choosing among qualitative, quantitative, and mixed methods 133

leaves us with two conditions to which we randomly assign our research
participants.

If we think that gender stereotyping of a robot also depends on the
gender of the human watching it, we want to test not just for the effect
of robot prototype gender but also take into account participant gender
as well. We thus add a second independent variable to our design:
participant gender. Because we cannot manipulate this variable (we
cannot randomly assign a gender to each participant who walks into our
lab), participant gender would be called a quasi-experimental factor.
Our study design has now a 2×2 format: robot gender (male vs. female)
and participant gender (male vs. female). In our analysis, we will thus
be comparing four groups, or “cells” in our design: males rating a male
robot, males rating a female robot, females rating a male robot, and
females rating a male robot.

Now the question is: How exactly do we measure what we want to
know? The variables we measure are called dependent variables. We
know from psychological literature that females are commonly per-
ceived as communal and warm, whereas males are perceived as more
assertive (Bem, 1974; Cuddy et al., 2008). We can use this information
to measure to what extent our male and female robot prototypes are
being stereotyped. Indeed, previous research studies have shown that
manipulating robot gender leads to such a stereotypical perception of
traits in robots (Eyssel and Hegel, 2012). People seem to reproduce the
stereotypes that are common among humans in the context of robots.

Not only does the dependent variable need to be well designed, but
it is also important that the independent variable (i.e., the construct of
interest) is validated. Can we be sure that our study participants actu-
ally recognized the robots as male or female? To establish the validity of
our results, we need to know whether robot gender was operationalized
successfully. We can do this by including a manipulation check in our
study to see that our experimental treatment was indeed effective, that
is, that our participants indeed perceived the robot with male gender
cues as male and the robot with the female cues as female. This could
be done simply by adding a post-interaction question asking them to
identify the gender of the robot and/or by seeing whether they refer to
the robot by a specific gender when they talk about it following the in-
teraction. Only once this is established can researchers be sure that the
operationalization—that is, the translation of the theoretical construct
of interest into a measurement or manipulation—was effective.

9.2.2 System studies

Whereas user studies are used to report on people’s attitudes toward
and interaction with robots, system studies are those that evaluate
the technical capabilities of the robot. A system study might involve
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users, but user involvement is not always needed. At the same time,
system studies do require the same rigor expected from user studies.
This means that verifiable research hypotheses and performance claims,
a study protocol, and clear metrics are all key to system studies.

For example, when designing an interactive robot for children, you
might want to know how well automated speech recognition works for
your target user group (Kennedy et al., 2017). Speech recognition has
been designed to work well for adults, but it might not be suitable
for children due to their voices having a higher pitch and their speech
often containing more disfluencies and ungrammatical utterances. To
test whether speech recognition works for child speech, you could ask
children to interact with your robot, but a better idea would be to
use recordings of children’s speech and pull these through the speech-
recognition software. The benefit of this approach is that the exper-
iment is repeatable: you can try different parameter settings in the
software or even swap different speech-recognition engines and assess
the performance using the same recordings.

Systems studies are often used to assess the perceptual capabilities
of the robot. Capabilities such as face recognition, facial emotion clas-
sification, or sentiment detection from voice are best assessed using
consistent test data sets with well-established metrics. For some ca-
pabilities, there are existing data sets that can be used to assess the
performance of the robot. For face recognition, several data sets exist,
for example, the IMDB-WIKI, which contains images of people ex-
tracted from the IMDB database and Wikipedia; in addition to labels,
the images contain gender and age information Rothe et al. (2016).
Using well-established metrics allows you to compare the performance
of your robot to others. Classification problems often have agreed-on
methods of reporting performance, such as reporting the accuracy of
the classification (the number of correct classifications divided by the
total number classifications, including the ones that are wrong) or the
precision and recall. Speech-recognition performance is often expressed
as a word error rate (WER), which is the total number of substitutions,
deletions, and insertions in the text divided by the number of words in
the actual spoken sentence. So if “Can you bring me a drink please”
is recognized as “Can bring me a pink sneeze,” that is a WER of (2
+ 1 + 0)/7. It is worth exploring what the accepted metrics are in a
particular discipline and rigorously sticking to the accepted method for
evaluating and reporting system performance.

9.2.3 Observational studies

As robots have become more robust, more reliable, easier to use, and
cheaper, it has become viable for HRI researchers to study how people
and robots interact in various naturalistic contexts using observational
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9.2 Choosing among qualitative, quantitative, and mixed methods 135

methods. Observing how people interact with robots, for example, by
studying where they place robots in their environments and how they
respond to different kinds of verbal and nonverbal cues performed by
robots, allows researchers to understand how HRI can unfold in a more
natural way, without researchers directly intervening in the interaction.

Observational studies can be exploratory, involving putting a robot
into a specific environment to see how interactions there unfold. An
example of such an observational study is the work of Chang and Sa-
banovic, who put a seal companion robot in a public space in a nursing
home and observed when and how different people interacted with the
robot (Chang and Šabanović, 2015). The findings provided frequency
counts of interactions with the robot, as well as identifying different
social factors (e.g., participant gender, social mediation effects) that
affected whether and for how long people interacted with the robot.
The researchers did not manipulate anything about the robot or the
environment. They just observed how residents interacted with the ro-
bot.

Observational studies can also be performed to evaluate, by means
of a field experiment, how effective a robot is for a particular task or
the effect of certain design variables on interactions. Researchers from
the Advanced Telecommunications Research Institute (ATR) in Japan
have performed several observational studies of interactions between
the humanoid Robovie and mall customers. These studies represent
a particularly fruitful iterative form of design and evaluation using
observational techniques. In the initial stages of the study, researchers
observed general human behaviors and analyzed these observations to
identify particular behavioral patterns, which they then used to develop
behavioral models for the robot. The robot was then placed in the mall,
and people’s reactions to it were evaluated to see if the behavioral
models had the expected positive effects on people’s responses.

Observational studies can rely on data collected in several different
ways: observational notes and logs collected by a researcher in person,
manual annotations of video recordings of interactions between people
and robots, and robot logs from interactions with people.

In-person observation provides the possibility for researchers to have
a better understanding of the broader context of interaction because
they can see and hear things that might not initially be in the data-
collection protocol. This can lead to amendments of the protocol or
can be represented in notes that can help guide later analysis and in-
terpretation of the data. In-person observation, however, is limited by
the sensory capabilities of observers at the time of coding and does not
allow for others to go back and review the coded observations. In terms
of establishing interrater reliability, more than one coder needs to be
present in the context at the same time, which can be inconvenient
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and become a distraction to other people in the space because of the
presence of multiple researchers.

Video coding, on the other hand, allows researchers to review ob-
servations as many times as needed, potentially revise their coding
schemes, revise their codes of observations, and easily provide data to
a second coder for establishing interrater reliability. Video, however,
has a limited view defined by whatever is visible from the chosen cam-
era angle. This may cause researchers to miss some relevant aspects of
the interaction, so it is important to clearly define what the camera
should be focused on before the video observation starts so that im-
portant things are not missed. Although video coding may seem more
convenient and preferable overall, some contexts (e.g., nursing homes,
hospitals, schools) may not allow researchers to record video, so in-
person coding may be necessary.

Finally, robot logs are limited by the robot’s ability to sense and
categorize different human actions but have the benefit of being able
to provide data about both the robot’s state and actions and the hu-
man actions it perceived at the same time. It is, of course, possible to
combine these different data sources to improve the accuracy of the
data.

Both in-person coding and video annotations require the develop-
ment of a coding scheme that coders will follow systematically. This
coding scheme can be developed based on theoretical or practical in-
terests and expectations, or it can be developed bottom-up by iden-
tifying points of particular interest in a portion of the data and then
going through the rest of the corpus to understand related patterns.
It is very important to pilot test the coding scheme to identify miss-
ing components and overlapping or unclear codes so that coders can
be in clear agreement about what the codes mean before they start
(particularly for in-person coding, where you can’t go back to view the
interaction). Video analysis is also quite labor-intensive, so properly
defining how fine-grained you need the coding scheme to be can save
time and effort. Aside from providing frequency counts of certain types
of behaviors or identifying qualities and patterns of interaction, obser-
vational coding of interaction behaviors can also provide particularly
interesting temporal patterns of behavior, which can show the effects of
certain robot behaviors on people’s actions (e.g., how a particular gaze
cue by a robot is followed by a joint-attention behavior by a person).

9.2.4 Ethnographic studies

Along with behavioral observation, HRI researchers also engage in more
in-depth and often long-term ethnographic observations, in which they
not only seek to identify certain behavioral and interaction patterns
among humans and robots but also to understand what those patterns
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mean to people and how they are connected with the broader envi-
ronmental, organizational, social, and cultural contexts in which those
interactions take place. Ethnographic observations can include all as-
pects of interactions between people and robots, including behaviors,
speech, gestures, and posture. They also include information on the
context in which those occur, including daily practices, values, goals,
beliefs, and discourse of different stakeholders, which include but are
not limited to people who directly interact with the robot.

Although behavioral observation is inspired by ethology and the de-
sire to explore and build explanatory models of animal and human
behavior, ethnographic observation is based on the theory and prac-
tices of anthropology and the goals of understanding sociocultural ex-
periences holistically. Ethnographic observation is often performed over
longer periods of time, from a few months to a few years, which is nec-
essary for the observer to get a more complete and emergent sense
of the cultural logic of the research site. Ethnographic studies can be
performed by participants as outside observers but also through partic-
ipant observation, where the researcher takes part in the activity under
study to better understand the experience. The former type of study
is currently more widely represented in HRI, although social studies
of robot design often take the latter approach. Ethnographic study is
also often coupled with a “grounded theory” approach to data anal-
ysis, which assumes that the collection and interpretation of data are
ongoing throughout the project, with the researcher regularly engaging
in reflection on the questions that guide the research, methods of data
collection and analysis, and potential interpretations of the data, thus
iterating as the study goes along.

Ethnographic studies are still relatively rare in HRI, partly because
of the labor involved in collecting data over longer periods of time
but also because there have not been many robots that are technically
capable of taking part in long-term interactions with people. Some suc-
cessful examples of ethnographic studies include a one-year-long study
of a service robot in a hospital that showed that the patient type in
the context, oncology or postnatal, determined whether the robot was
appreciated or hated (and sometimes kicked and sworn at) by nurses
(Mutlu and Forlizzi, 2008). Forlizzi and DiSalvo (2006) did an ethno-
graphic study in which they gave families either a robotic Roomba vac-
uum or the latest version of a conventional vacuum to use over several
months. They learned that people treated the robot, but not the con-
ventional vacuum, as a social agent, and that having a robotic vacuum
changed the way the family cleaned, particularly inspiring teenagers
and men to participate. Leite et al. (2012) performed an ethnographic
study with a social robot that could respond empathically to children
in an elementary school. The study found that the task scenario and
children’s specific preferences influenced their experiences of the ro-
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bot’s empathy. Several ethnographic studies have also been performed
with scientists using robots. Vertesi (2015) studied National Aeronau-
tics and Space Administration (NASA) scientists’ interactions with a
remote Rover and showed how the organizational structure of the team
affected the team members’ use and experience of the robot. The study
also showed that scientists performed aspects of the robot’s behaviors
with their own bodies, creating a team identity for themselves in the
process.

Ethnographic studies are particularly valuable because HRI is a young
field and thus is still developing a corpus of theoretical and empirical
work that can identify the most relevant factors we need to pay atten-
tion to, not only in the design of robots but also in their implementation
in different environments.

9.2.5 Conversational analysis

Conversational analysis (CA) is a method in which the verbal and non-
verbal aspects of an interaction are reported in great detail (Sidnell,
2011). This is not limited to conversation only, as the name might im-
ply, but can be applied to any form of interaction between people or
between people and technology.

The process of CA starts by recording an interaction between two
or more parties. Whereas this used to be audio recording, nowadays,
video recording is more convenient, and several cameras can be used
to capture the interaction from different angles. The participants be-
ing recorded might or might not be aware of the recording. From the
recording, a very detailed transcription is produced, including turn-
taking cues such as pauses in conversation, emotional cues such as
laughter, behaviors performed while conversing, and other details of
the interaction. Depending on the research question, the temporal res-
olution of the transcription can be brought down to the frame rate
of the video recording. This can capture small actions, such as blink-
ing and other eye movements, gestures, and changes in body posture
. Fischer et al. (2013) used CA to investigate how the contingency of
robot feedback affects the quality of verbal HRI. In their experiments,
participants instructed the humanoid robot iCub how to stack some
shapes in a contingent and noncontingent condition. Analysis of partic-
ipants’ linguistic behaviors, including verbosity, attention-getting, and
word diversity, showed that contingency had an impact on the partici-
pants’ tutoring behaviors and therefore can be important for learning
by demonstration.

CA will pay specific attention to elements in the verbal interaction,
such as turn-taking, back-channeling, overlap of speaking, repair state-
ments, echo utterances, and discourse markers. In HRI, CA can be used
to analyze in great detail how people interact with social robots and
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whether they employ similar conversational strategies with robots as
they do with people.

9.2.6 Crowdsourced studies

A new development in HRI is that researchers now also have access to
crowdsourcing as a way of doing studies. Crowdsourcing is the practice
of obtaining data from a large number of people, either paid or unpaid,
via online methods. In recent years, the use of online crowdsourcing
platforms has allowed researchers to run user studies and gather large
amounts of data with relatively little effort and to gather data from sub-
jects they would typically struggle to reach (Doan et al., 2011). The
online platform can be entirely built by the researchers, but more often,
existing online tools are used to recruit, run, and analyze user studies.
The most widely used tools are Amazon Mechanical Turk (MTurk or
AMT) (see 9.3 and Crowdflower, which allow you to post jobs, also
known as human intelligence tasks (HITs). The jobs usually are short
user studies in which participants are asked to watch a number of im-
ages or videos containing robots or interactions with robots and then
answer a set of questions about the material. Crowdsourcing allows the
researcher to gather large amounts of data in a short time frame and
for a modest cost. Taking part in a study will earn each participant a
small financial reward, typically only a few U.S. dollars, with the price
set depending on the complexity of the task, the time it is expected to
take, and the quality rating of the respondent.

Running crowdsourcing studies comes with its own set of unique
challenges, the most important being the relatively low level of control
the experimenter has over the subjects taking part in the study and
the environment in which the study is executed. Any account that
meets the broad inclusion criteria set by the crowdsourcing platform is
allowed to take the job. However, the account that is logged in might
not be being used by the actual person registered as taking part in the Figure 9.3

Amazon

Mechanical Turk

was named after a

fake chess-playing

machine called

“The Turk”

constructed in the

late 18th century.

study. Participants could take your study while pursuing an array of
other activities, such as eating ice cream while petting a cat; or they
could be full of caffeine or sitting on a crowded bus while listening to
loud music on headphones. Crowdsourcing also is open to malicious
user behavior: participants often provide low-quality or deliberately
incorrect responses.

To avoid some of these problems, it is good practice to include verifi-
cation questions in your user study (Oppenheimer et al., 2009). These
questions check whether participants pay attention and are engaged
with the task. When showing a video, a number could be displayed for
a few seconds, after which the video participants are asked to enter
the number. Questions can also be used to ensure the participant is re-
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sponding to the questions rather than just picking random responses,
such as “Please click the third option from below.”

After data collection, it is necessary to separate the wheat from the
chaff. A first filter will be the responses to the verification questions;
another method is to exclude all responses that took less than a reason-
able amount of time. For example, if you believe the study should take
a minimum of 15 minutes, then any responses that are far under that
time should be disregarded. Some crowdsourcing platforms allow you
not to reward participants if their responses are of insufficient quality,
which not only leaves those participants without pay but also negatively
affects their ratings. This has shown to be an excellent incentive. Given
that data collected using crowdsourcing are inherently more variable
than data collected in the lab, one way of addressing this problem is to
collect more of it.

Although crowdsourcing has been successfully used to replicate re-
sults from lab studies in social psychology, linguistics, and behavioral
economics (Bartneck et al., 2015; Goodman et al., 2013; Schnoebelen
and Kuperman, 2010; Suri and Watts, 2011), the value of crowdsourc-
ing to HRI needs to be considered on a case-by-case basis. Sometimes
the physical presence of a robot is key to the participant’s perfor-
mance, precluding the use of crowdsourcing. Sometimes the effect you
are measuring is small and would not show up when sampling a large
and diverse population. Sometimes the population you need is scarce
on crowdsourcing platforms, such as elderly users or Swedish primary
school teachers. Sometimes the task requires a certain level of language
proficiency. Crowdsourcing has its place in HRI research, but it should
be used with care and consideration.

9.2.7 Single-Subject Studies

Another type of study to consider in HRI is the single-subject or single-
case research design. In this type of study, researchers compare the
effects of an intervention on a single subject rather than a group of
people. This is done by initially collecting baseline measures of the
individual’s behavior, which are compared with the subject’s behavior
during and following the intervention.

Single-subject designs are used in cases where recruiting large num-
bers of participants can be difficult due to their rarity in the population
or when individual differences between subjects are large and relevant
to the phenomenon of interest. Multiple subjects can be recruited in
single-subject designs, but the number of subjects is often small, and
for the sake of analysis, each subject is treated as his or her own control.

Single-subject designs are commonly used in medical and education
research fields, and in the case of HRI, they are used in research on the
effects of robots on individuals with autism. For example, Pop et al.
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(2013) performed single-case studies with three children to investigate
whether the social robot Probo can help children with autism spec-
trum disorders better identify situation-based emotions. Tapus et al.
(2012) similarly worked with four children with autism to see whether
they would show more social engagement with the Nao robot than
with humans, and they found large variability among their responses.
This shows the importance of performing single-subject studies in cases
where individuals of interest, such as those diagnosed with autism, vary
widely in their behaviors; in such cases, averaging the responses of a
group could mask important intervention effects because different in-
dividual responses would cancel each other out when aggregated.

9.3 Selecting research participants and study designs

Because “humans” are a necessary component of HRI studies, several
important decisions in HRI studies must be made regarding the partic-
ipants. One is who the participants will be. The usual suspects for em-
pirical HRI research are university students because they are the most
convenient population to access for academic researchers, have time for
and interest in participating in studies, and are usually in close physical
proximity to the laboratories where much of the HRI research is per-
formed. It is, however, important to consider the limitations of using
university students as a “convenience sample,” particularly in relation
to the kind of research questions you have posed. In an ideal world, we
would aim for a large, representative sample of potential end users of
robots so that we can claim that our findings hold for a wide range of
users and have external validity—that is, they can tell us something
about people and robots in situations outside the study itself. Such
samples are very difficult to bring in for experimental studies but might
be more achievable in surveys. In studies of the general perceptions of
robots, HRI, similarly to psychological research, assumes that univer-
sity students are “close enough” to the general population in terms
of characteristics when it comes to broad social traits (e.g., stereotyp-
ing), cognitive performance (e.g., memory), and attitudes (e.g., fear
of robots). Even when using university students, it is important to be
mindful of and balance certain characteristics of the sample, such as
gender or educational background, depending on whether these factors
might be expected to have an effect on your results. For example, stu-
dents in a computer science department would likely be seen as having
more positive attitudes toward robots and having greater ease in using
computing technology than a broader student population or the general
population of potential users.

If your research questions relate to studying the characteristics of a
specific population, such as older adults, or to investigating the effects
of robot applications in specific domains, such as the treatment of chil-
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dren with diabetes, your choice of participants will need to be more
specialized. The specificity of your research question and the claims
you want to make will guide the level of specificity of your sample. It
is not possible, for example, to claim that a robot will have positive
effects on older adults experiencing cognitive decline if you run your
study with university students or even with older adults who are not
experiencing cognitive decline. A university student sample will also
not be sufficient for investigating the use of robots to support learn-
ing in young children. Thus, before running your study, you have to
decide carefully what kinds of people should take part in it. You will
also need to consider how to get access to this population and how to
recruit and motivate individuals to be in your study. You should also
consider whether you will be able to bring people from this population
to your lab, whether you need to go to another place to have contact
with them, or whether an online study might be appropriate.

Another consideration regarding research participants is the num-
ber of participants you might need to answer your research questions.
This will depend both on the type of study and analysis you are doing
(quantitative vs. qualitative, survey, experiment, or interview) and on
the type of population you are working with (e.g., university students
or older adults or children with diabetes). It is difficult to reliably test
for an effect with a small sample size because people will always differ
a little bit from one another. In a gender stereotype study, for exam-
ple, some participants will consider all robots a bit more “warm” than
others; other participants will think all robots possess typically “male”
qualities. Such differences, which naturally occur in people, will add
noise to the data. Unless the manipulation has an extremely large ef-
fect, the data that we gather from a small sample will not be enough to
detect a stable effect; the differences among people might cancel each
other out, or the variability of their responses might be too large. If
you want to reach a valid conclusion about cause and effect, you need
to determine the right sample size for your experimental design.

9.3.1 Study design

As a rule of thumb, it has been recommended to conduct an experimen-
tal design with a minimum of 25 participants per condition. However,
how many participants you need to reliably find a difference between
conditions also depends on the type of design you use. When using a
between-subjects design, participants are randomly assigned to a con-
dition. In our example, one group of participants would be presented
with the “male” robot, whereas the other group of participants would
be shown the “female” version. After answering questions using a Lik-
ert scale—a type of rating scale commonly used to measure attitudes
and opinions by asking respondents to rate items based on the degree
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to which they agree with them—the mean scores of each group can be
compared. Alternatively, in a within-subjects design, one group of par-
ticipants is exposed to both versions of the robot prototype and asked
to evaluate both. Because the same person provides two evaluations,
you cut down on the “noise” in your data, and the number of partici-
pants required will be lower for this design. However, not all research
questions are suitable to be answered with a within-subjects design.
For example, if you want to test if people recover faster from a bro-
ken leg when they have a robotic assistant who does walking exercises
with them every day, you can hardly have them first heal on their own
and then break the other leg so that they can recover again with their
robot helper. Also, researchers have to be mindful of the order effect
that may occur; maybe people will always like the first robot better
than the second (because of the novelty). Thus, it is a good idea to
counterbalance any conditions when running a within-subjects design.
This means that half the participants will first interact with the female
robot and then with the male, and vice versa for the other half.

To approximate a sufficient sample size to establish a statistical effect
of the desired size, the internet offers a variety of tools, such as G*Power
(Faul et al., 2007). However, researchers may not always be able to
meet such recommendations because they are also constrained by the
availability of resources, such as time, money, robots, and potential
participants.

Sometimes HRI researchers choose to use a survey , which is a list
of questions to be answered by participants. Answers are often given
through multiple-choice options or some sort of rating scale. One com-
monly used type of scale is the Likert scale, which asks respondents
to rate statements about their attitudes and opinions on a topic based
on how much they agree—for example: Rate the statement “I found
the robot friendly” on a scale of 1 (“Strongly agree”) to 5 (“Strongly
disagree”). Another form of scale that is often used is the semantic
differential scale, which asks respondents to evaluate the qualities of
an artifact, or their attitudes, on a spectrum between two opposing
terms (e.g., scary–friendly, competent–incompetent). Multiple-choice
or scale-based questions make the survey easier to analyze later on but
require careful design while developing the survey to make sure that the
questions are appropriately measuring the concepts the researchers are
interested in. Along with making up their own questions and scales, re-
searchers can use questions and scales developed and evaluated by other
researchers to measure concepts of interest (e.g., evaluating participant
personality with the Big Five Scale (John et al., 1999), evaluating ro-
bot sociality with the Robot Social Attributes Scale (Carpinella et al.,
2017)). Finally, researchers sometimes include open-ended questions
in surveys as well, particularly when it is important to allow respon-
dents to provide answers based on their own terms and categories or to
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understand their thought process or understanding of concepts while
answering the survey (e.g., “Describe your ideal robot before you an-
swer the following questions about it”). Because survey research is well
established in the social sciences, there are many handbooks that de-
scribe how to go about constructing and performing surveys (for some
examples, see Fowler (1995); Fowler Jr. (2013)).

Surveys allow researchers to investigate correlations between various
factors relevant to HRI in a broad population. Such surveys often in-
volve hundreds of participants and accommodate analyses with many
different factors. Some surveys try to have a representative sample of
participants, which can involve making sure the number of participants
in certain categories (e.g., gender, age, ethnicity) corresponds to their
percentage in the general population or weighting the collected data
to achieve representative ratios. Studies that involve special popula-
tions, such as older adults with depression, may have to make do with
a smaller number of participants because of the acknowledged difficulty
in recruiting specific populations. In some cases, such as studies of chil-
dren diagnosed with autism, where the participants are also widely
diverse in the way they express themselves and experience the world, it
is possible to treat participants as individual cases and study changes
within each participant’s behaviors and responses.

For qualitative studies, rather than focusing on a particular number
of participants needed, the rule of thumb is to try to achieve “satu-
ration” of the analytic themes and findings. The idea here is that the
researchers can stop collecting new data once they find that the data
they are collecting is simply adding to and repeating existing themes
and findings, rather than creating new ones.

9.4 Defining the context of interaction

9.4.1 Location of study

For HRI in particular, an important distinction is between studies per-
formed in the lab versus those performed in the field. Especially in
the early years of HRI, the majority of research was performed in the
controlled environment of the lab. Although robotic technology has
certainly advanced over the years, and there are now robotic platforms
robust enough to use outside of the lab, so-called “in the wild” studies
are still relatively rare compared with the number of studies performed
in the lab.

Studying interactions outside of the laboratory is important for un-
derstanding how people might interact with robots in natural circum-
stances, determining what kinds of HRI might emerge in those cir-
cumstances, and investigating the potential broader social effects of
new robotic technologies. On the other hand, laboratory studies ben-
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efit from the researchers’ ability to strictly control the context and
nature of people’s interactions with a robot—the introduction, task,
environment, and length of the interaction can be clearly defined by
the researchers. In the lab, participants are asked to interact with the
robot only in the way researchers suggest. This allows for the strict
manipulation of desired variables.

In contrast, field studies are more flexible in what can happen and
are therefore closer to what might occur in day-to-day HRI. In the field,
participants can choose how, when, whether, and why they want to in-
teract with a robot; they can even ignore it. Field studies, therefore,
provide a space in which to observe and discover new emergent phenom-
ena, new variables of interest and significance to interaction, and the
form and consequences of HRI when it is outside of the researchers’
control. Field studies also effectively show how complex interactions
between different contextual variables, such as institutional culture or
interactions among people, might affect the interaction.

9.4.2 Temporal context of HRI

A related distinction that has grown in importance in HRI is whether
researchers are studying short-term or long-term interactions between
people and robots. The majority of lab studies, by necessity of their
design, focus on “the first 10 minutes of HRI”—how people respond to
and make sense of their first introduction to a robot. Researchers widely
acknowledge, however, that people will change their attitude toward the
robot as time passes, and consequently, the way they interact with the
robot will change as well. The first interaction suffers from the novelty
effect : people are generally not familiar with robots, so their initial reac-
tions might be quite different from their reactions over a longer period
of time. Short-term studies therefore have limited validity in informing
us about how people and robots will interact over a longer period of
time. They do, however, tell us about the kinds of characteristics of
people and features of the robot that will affect the initial encounter.
Such studies are important for setting up a positive feedback loop of
interaction, which can then support more positive effects in long-term
interaction. Studies of longer-term interactions, which can take place
over several days, weeks, months, or in a few cases, even years, allow us
to see how interactions between people and robots develop and change
over time, how robots are integrated into human social contexts, and
how social interactions between people themselves may change because
of the presence of a robot.
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9.4.3 Social units of interaction in HRI

Interactions between people and robots can be studied through several
different social units of analysis, which the social sciences see as distinct
in terms of the aspects of cognition and interaction they enable (see
Figure 9.5). The most common unit, so far, has been the interaction
dyad—one person and one robot interacting with each other. This is
partly due to the early constraints of HRI—robots were difficult to
procure and difficult to maintain and operate; hence, the most common
form of HRI study was the lab experiment involving a single participant
interacting with a single robot.Figure 9.4

Robovie in school.

As early as 2006, the Robovie robot was one of the first robots
capable of supporting group interactions at an elementary school.
It taught children English and tracked their social networks over
time, keeping the children interested in interacting with the robot
by unlocking secrets (Kanda et al., 2007b) (see Figure 9.4).

As robots have become more readily available and capable of inter-
acting with more people and in more open-ended, naturalistic envi-
ronments, the unit of analysis in HRI has expanded. Early studies of
HRI “in the wild” showed that people actually often interact with ro-
bots not individually but in groups, a task for which most early robots
were poorly equipped (Šabanović et al., 2006). Increasingly, HRI stud-
ies group interactions involving two or more people, both inside and
outside of the lab. For example, Leite et al. (2015) found that children

Figure 9.5 Units

of analysis in HRI Society

Organization

Dyad
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9.4 Defining the context of interaction 147

were better able to recall information from a story told by a group
of robots when they interacted with them individually rather than in
a group of three. Brscić et al. (2015) showed that children who come
across a robot in a shopping mall abuse it only when they are in groups
but not individually.

Social scientists distinguish between dyadic interactions and group
interactions, and they consider the cognitive and behavioral aspects of
each to be different. Groups bring in new perspectives on group effects,
multi-party collaboration, team dynamics, and other such effects. Our
vision of how we will be interacting with robots in the future also
presupposes that there will be many robots in our environment, so
another aspect of group HRI studies has been exploring how multiple
robots can interact with people, whether in teams, in swarms, or simply
as co-present robotic actors.

When robots collaborate in teams, they are often perceived as hav-
ing more social agency. For example, Carpenter (2016) found that
robots used in military bomb-disposal teams were often seen by
the soldiers as members of the group and that soldiers became
attached to such robots, even expressing feelings of sadness when
their team’s robot was destroyed.

The increasing availability of robots for research in applied settings
beyond the laboratory opens up another unit of analysis. That is, we
can look at how HRI occurs within organizations, such as educational
and nursing institutions or even the military. By studying HRI within
organizations, it is not only possible to see the effect of individual fac-
tors on HRI but also the effect of the broader context, such as how
existing labor distributions or roles affect the robot’s function and its
acceptance by workers, how the robot is adapted to existing practices,
and how institutional values affect people’s interpretations of the robot.

Mutlu and Forlizzi (2008) showed that introducing a robot into an
organization, for example, reduced work for some while increasing it
for others. At the same time, it is plausible that people in different
roles (e.g., manager, nurse, janitor) can have different perceptions of
a robot based on how it affects their work. In another ethnographic
study on the use of the seal-like Paro robot in a nursing home, Chang
and Šabanović (2015) showed that having even one person who acts as
an advocate for the robot in an organization can lead to more people
committing to try it out and make it work for them, by modeling pos-
itive experiences of using the robot and creating a “positive feedback
loop” that supports the long-term adoption of the robot. An organiza-
tion can also be set up in a particular way to support the functions of
a robot. Vertesi’s ethnographic study of the NASA Rover team showed
that the need to balance the robot as a scarce resource shared by many
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148 Research Methods

different scientists and engineers worked well with an egalitarian setup
of the team, where all team members needed to agree and say they
were “happy” about the robot’s next move (Vertesi, 2015). Now that
it is possible, studying interactions between people and robots from an
organizational standpoint seems necessary for the further development
of the field and for our ability to design appropriate robots and social
structures for the successful application of HRI in the real world (Jung
and Hinds, 2018).

9.5 Choosing a robot for your study

Along with deciding how many and what types of participants you need
to answer your research question, you will also need to decide on the
characteristics of the robot(s) you need to use in your study. Factors
you will need to decide on include the robot’s appearance, functionality,
and ease of use, among others. Whereas some of these decisions might
be based on practical constraints, such as what types of robots are
available to you or how much it would cost to purchase a new one,
others will be guided by your research interests.

Robots can be seen as research tools, with which you can manipulate
factors of interest and observe the effects of such manipulation on the
outcome variables you want to measure. This approach is at the heart of
experimental HRI research but can also be useful for more exploratory
studies in which you may want to see if certain design factors produce
differential effects on HRI. In order to use robots as a stimulus in HRI
studies, we can manipulate their appearance, behavior, communication
mode and style, and their role in the interaction, among other charac-
teristics. HRI researchers often use off-the-shelf robots for their studies,
but they also sometimes design and test their own prototypes. When
deciding what kind of robot to use, determining which hardware and
software capabilities would be best for the study and the appropriate
level of autonomy of the robot are important considerations.

There are some commercial robots that lend themselves well to HRI
studies, such as the Nao and Pepper (Softbank Robotics) or Paro (In-
telligent System). Even when using a commercial robot, getting your
robot up and running will require some basic programming skills. The
Nao and Pepper robots can be programmed using a visual program-
ming environment (Choreographe), which allows you to quickly go from
the drawing board to a working robot. However, knowledge of more ad-
vanced control software and programming languages, such as the Robot
Operating System (ROS), will allow you to greatly extend the reper-
toire of the robot’s behavior and enrich the interaction. ROS contains
a number of packages that implement sensory perception and visual-
ization for different types of robots.
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9.6 Setting up the mode of interaction 149

9.6 Setting up the mode of interaction

There are dozens of ways in which people and robots can be brought
together for a study. People can meet an actual robot, or they can be
shown pictures or videos of a robot. The robot can be fully autonomous
or can be tele-operated by the experimenter. People can come to the
lab, or the scientists can get out of the lab and bring their robots to the
people. Sometimes, a single data point is all that is needed; on other
occasions, only thousands of data points will do.

9.6.1 Wizard of Oz

In some HRI studies where the development of autonomous capabili-
ties for the robot is not the focus of the research at hand, researchers
commonly rely on the Wizard-of-Oz (WoZ) technique. WoZ involves
deceiving study participants into thinking the robot is behaving au-
tonomously, when it is actually being operated by a member of the
research team. Research participants should then be informed about
this deception in a post-experimental debriefing.

Using WoZ, researchers can “pretend” that their robot has interac-
tional skills that it does not have, either because they require further
technical development or because additional time or skill must be ex-
pended on programming the robot. The WoZ approach is particularly
suitable in situations in which technology has developed to a degree at
which it is almost usable for HRI, such as speech recognition. Using
a wizard to recognize the users’ utterances makes an experiment more
robust and the robot’s behavior more realistic and believable, enabling
an actual interaction flow. It could, however, be considered problematic
to completely fake an artificial intelligence (AI) system that can uphold
a serious and prolonged conversation because that would be considered
a very unrealistic level of capability for the robot. WoZ can also be
used to test people’s perceptions of more advanced capabilities, such
as a robot that can understand and respond to the social context in
very nuanced ways (e.g., see Kahn Jr. et al. (2012)). For experimental
studies, it is also important to constrain the wizard’s behavior so that
the robot’s behavior is kept consistent across conditions and does not
introduce additional variation that can confound the analysis.

The WoZ method is named after a character in the movie of the
same name. Dorothy and her companions set out to find the all
mighty Wizard of Oz who can return Dorothy to Kansas. They
encounter the wizard in his castle and are afraid of his gigantic ap-
pearance, his authoritative voice, and the smoke and fire he emits.
Only when Dorothy’s dog, Toto, pulls away a curtain do they no-
tice Professor Marvel, who is operating the machinery that controls
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the stage show of the wizard. In HRI research, wizards often hide
in the background and control the robot, giving the robot the sem-
blance of having more advanced autonomous capabilities than it
actually has. We all hope not to encounter Toto and be found out.

9.6.2 Real versus simulated interaction

Although the ideal way to gauge people’s perceptions of and response
to robots is in real-time, face-to-face interaction, it is still common for
HRI researchers to present their participants only with video or photos
of robots. In the field of HRI, there has been considerable discussion
on whether video recordings of robots can be used as a replacement
for live human–robot interactions. Whereas Dautenhahn et al. (2006a)
argues that the two interaction styles are broadly equivalent, Bain-
bridge et al. (2011) concludes that participants had a more positive
experience interacting with physically present robots than with a video
representation. Powers et al. (2007) also found large attitude differences
between participants interacting with a co-located robot in comparison
to a remote robot. Therefore, using visual stimuli alone limits the gen-
eralizability of study findings but can be appropriate for exploratory
studies of the effects of certain factors (e.g., perceptions of different
robot forms (DiSalvo et al., 2002)) or for studies in which accessing
the appropriate population can be difficult, such as cross-cultural sam-
ples. Using videos to present robots to participants can also enable
researchers to avoid problems associated with a less controlled exper-
iment that involves actual interaction. Finally, videos and photos are
particularly amenable for use in studies that take advantage of online
participant pools, whether through universities, word-of-mouth refer-
rals, or services like Amazon’s Mechanical Turk.

9.7 Selecting appropriate HRI measures

In HRI, as in psychology and other social sciences, researchers com-
monly distinguish between direct versus indirect measures to assess
attitudes toward people or objects. In the example of the “gendered”
robot study described earlier, the study design relied on direct mea-
surements of the dependent variables—asking participants to rate the
robot’s warmth and authoritativeness, for example.

Within both correlational and experimental studies, self-reports are
often used to assess the constructs of interest , such as concepts or vari-
ables. Self-report measures commonly bear high face validity, meaning
that people usually directly know what the researchers want to measure
when they read the items of the given questionnaire. On the other hand,
this makes it easy for participants to amend their actual opinion with
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9.7 Selecting appropriate HRI measures 151

the aim of pleasing researchers, to represent themselves in a positive
light or “be a good participant.” This aspect also holds true for inter-
view techniques, which are a way to gather an even more holistic picture
of participants’ thoughts and feelings toward both humans and robots.
Interviews can be structured or semistructured in nature. In structured
interviews, the interviewer asks a set of predetermined questions, often
in a specific order, whereas in a semistructured interview, the inter-
viewer has more leeway in deviating from the script; for example, some
questions may be planned, but others may arise spontaneously during
the interview. Both types often use questions to which interviewees
can respond in their own words. Such open-ended responses, however,
require labor-intensive coding after transcription of the interview’s con-
tent. Such interviews might be a useful complement to questionnaires,
though, as illustrated by de Graaf et al. (2017)’s use of data from a
long-term survey and an interview to explore the reasons why people
choose not to use a communication robot in their homes. As their work
has shown, a research participant might feel highly uncomfortable in
the presence of an unfamiliar robot.

In some cases, however, participants might be reluctant to report
their true feelings and attitudes on a questionnaire or when talking
directly to an interviewer. They may also not be aware of and able to
report some unconsciously held beliefs. In that situation, it might be
useful to complement your set of direct measures with indirect ones.
Reaction times are often used as a proxy for factors that are harder
to measure, such as attention or engagement. Indirect measures can
include the use of eye tracking as an indicator of attentional focus
and cognitive processing or the use of physiological measures such as
heart rate or skin conductance to give researchers an idea of partici-
pants’ level of stress experienced during HRI. Whereas computerized
measures of attitude (e.g., a variant of the so-called Implicit Associ-
ation Test 2 to measure anthropomorphization) have become increas-
ingly popular, physiological correlates of attitudes toward robots or
other technologies are less frequently used in contemporary research.
Computerized and physiological measures are often more difficult to
administer and require specific equipment, and ultimately, the findings
are not always interpretable in an unambiguous manner. For example,
skin conductance can indicate that someone is excited, but it cannot
reveal whether the excitement is due to fear or enjoyment. In addition,
a study in which the skin conductance of participants was measured
as they interacted with a Nao robot showed that skin conductance
readings are, unfortunately, not very conclusive (Kuchenbrandt et al.,
2014).

To circumvent difficulties in interpreting results, it is helpful to use

2https://implicit.harvard.edu/implicit/
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a combination of direct and indirect measures or several indirect mea-
sures at once in one study to ensure that you are indeed measuring the
construct, or variable, that you intend to measure. As a researcher, you
should aim to establish that all measurements used in your research re-
liably and validly assess what they are supposed to capture. This can be
done by carefully pilot testing your study designs and measures used,
developing and even formally validating new measures, or using widely
accepted and validated measures that you find in the literature.

9.8 Research standards

9.8.1 Changing standards of statistical analysis

Because HRI is an interdisciplinary effort, some researchers might be
more versed in statistics than others. Psychologists are typically well
trained in statistical methods, and HRI researchers from other disci-
plines may find their advice most valuable when analyzing and report-
ing quantitative results.

“To call in the statistician after the experiment is done may be no
more than asking him to perform a post-mortem examination: he
may be able to say what the experiment died of.”

As the famous quote by statistician Sir Ronald Aylmer Fisher
(February 17, 1890–July 29, 1962) points out, the earlier on you
ask for advice on your experimental design and analysis, the more
useful it will be. Most universities offer statistical consultation of
some sort, but even informal discussions with peers and professors
may prove of tremendous value.

Although going into the details of the extensive number of statistical
tests and procedures is beyond the scope of this chapter, the interested
reader might consult the readily available literature, such as the work
of Andy Field (Field, 2018).

Descriptive statistics, which give a summary overview of data with-
out yet comparing conditions, should be used as the first stage of data
analysis. Always provide means, standard deviations (when the data
have a normal distribution—if this is not the case, one can provide a
range), the number of participants, demographics (e.g., age and gen-
der), and excluded data points, together with the reason for exclusion.
Next, your study might require inferential statistics. These are statis-
tics that compare two or more data sets. Selecting the correct statistical
methods can be challenging, and this brief section serves as an overview
rather than delving into the specifics of statistical methods.

There has been an interesting development in statistics. For a very
long time, experimental science has relied on null hypothesis signifi-
cance testing (NHST) to report on the importance of results. In this
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process, you calculate the probability that the data that were collected
would have been observed if there had been no difference between the
groups that were compared; in other words, you test the “null hypoth-
esis” that nothing is going on. As such, the p-value is the chance that a
researcher would conclude that there is a difference between the groups,
whereas in fact, there is none; this is called a Type I error .

If the null hypothesis can be rejected (i.e., the probability or p-value
that is obtained is less than or equal to some threshold, typically

0.05), the result may be considered “significant.” On the face of it, this
provides a useful means of characterizing the success (or failure) of a
method or intervention.

However, in recent years, the overreliance on NHST and p-values has
been questioned (Nuzzo, 2014). First, the threshold of p ≤ 0.05 to call
a result “significant” is arbitrary, and there is no scientifically valid rea-
son for why we use the 0.05 threshold. Second, empirical results have
suggested, and simulation studies have shown, that p-values are highly
volatile in experiment replications. Repeating a study that has a signif-
icant p-value can result in p-values of the replication study in the range
[0.00008,0.44] for 80% of the replication studies (Cumming, 2008). p-
values are thus unreliable as a measure of how solid a result is. Third,
p-values do not incorporate any information about how important a
result is: a highly statistically significant result from the perspective of
NHST does not say anything about the size of the observed experimen-
tal effect and thus cannot be used, by itself, to assess the importance
or impact of the result. For example, the difference in life expectancy
between two medical procedures could be “highly significant” even if
one treatment makes you live only one hour longer than the other. Just
reporting the statistical significance of experimental results says very
little about how important those results actually are.

A more fundamental issue with NHST concerns the inferences one
can draw from it. What is tested in NHST (the chance of finding
the current data, provided that there is no true effect, or p(A|B))
is not what the researcher actually wants to know (the chance of a
true effect, provided the current data, or p(B|A)). Although these
may seem similar, their fundamental difference becomes clear when
we consider sharks and death tolls. The chance of dying, provided
that you are eaten by a shark (p(dead|sharkbite)), is pretty close to
1. However, the chance that you are eaten by a shark, provided that
you are dying, p(sharkbite|dead), is close to 0. In his entertaining
and remarkably accessible paper “The Earth Is Round (p < 0.05),”
Jacob Cohen explains some of the problems with NHST in further
depth (Cohen, 1994).

We can remedy this by reporting not only the p-values but also the
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Figure 9.6 Take

a look at the plot
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relationship from
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guessthecorrelation.

com, you can try

for yourself. (By

the way, the

correlation in the

picture is r = .43,

which is considered

a medium effect.)

confidence intervals (CIs) of our data. CIs do not compare data and
therefore cannot be used to say if results are significant or not. Instead,
they report on how confident we are that the mean of the data lies
between a minimum and maximum value of the CI. When reporting
the 95% CI of data, this means that in a replication study, the mean
of the replication data will have an 83% chance of being within the CI
of the original experiment.

Finally, when comparing data, it is also standard practice to report
the effect size. Although the p-value can indicate whether the differ-
ence between data is statistically significant, it does not say anything
about how important that result really is. The effect size is a standard-
ized, scale-free measure of the relative size of the effect of an interven-
tion. It is often written as d, is a positive number, and is calculated as
d = (µE − µC)/SD, where µE and µC are the mean of the experimental
group and the control group, respectively, and SD is typically the stan-
dard deviation of the control group. Cohen (1977) considers d < 0.2 to
be a small effect size, 0.2 ≤ d < 0.8 to be a medium effect size, and
d ≥ 0.8 to be a large effect size. To help put these numbers into context,
the difference in height between 15-year-old and 16-year-old girls in the
United States has a small effect size of d = 0.2. The difference between
the heights of 14-year-old and 18-year-old girls has d = 0.5 and is a
medium effect size, visible to the naked eye. The difference in height
between 13-year-old and 18-year-old girls is d = 0.8 and is a large effect
size, immediately obvious to an observer. To see what a correlation of
“medium effect” looks like in a plot, see Figure 9.6.

Reporting CIs and effect sizes conveys additional information, com-
plementing a test of statistical significance, but the emphasis is on the
magnitude and relative importance of an effect, rather than the sta-
tistical significance—a measure all too fickle and overinterpreted (Coe,
2002).
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9.8.2 Power

The p-value reflects the chance of a researcher wrongfully concluding
that there is a difference between the groups (a Type I error). To avoid
making these errors, scientists keep the threshold for what is consid-
ered a significant effect low, usually at p ≤ .05. With this threshold,
a researcher will make a Type I error (wrongfully conclude there is an
effect) 1 in 20 times.

However, as mentioned in Section 9.3, the opposite is possible as
well: a researcher may conduct an experiment, gather data, and then
wrongfully conclude that there is no effect. This has been, not very
creatively, named a Type II error . Type I and II errors can be avoided
by making sure your experiment has sufficient statistical power—this
usually means that you have to collect either enough participants or
enough data points per participant. This can be tricky, and the number
of participants needed can increase dramatically depending on how
complicated your study design is or how small the effect is you’re hoping
to detect. Software such as G*Power (Faul et al., 2007) allows you to
calculate the power both before and after a study.

Although most researchers are primarily concerned with avoiding
Type I errors, one could argue that wrongfully concluding that a cer-
tain factor does not matter in HRI can be equally damaging to future
research (not to speak of the waste of the resources spent on collecting
the data, or the frustration and disappointment level of the researchers
involved). It thus is well worth the effort to keep both types of errors
in mind when designing an experiment.

9.8.3 Generalizability and replication

Recent developments in the social sciences have illustrated the impor-
tance of being able to reproduce and replicate research findings. Initia-
tives such as the Open Science Framework3 push this idea in the field
of psychology to shed light on the validity of both novel and allegedly
established findings in the field. In HRI, the reproducibility of research
has been less prominent on the research agenda, but the recent con-
cerns in the social science community have brought these topics into
the purview of HRI researchers as well (Irfan et al., 2018). Replication
of HRI results is also now more possible than before because of the wide
availability of certain robot platforms (e.g., Nao or Baxter), in contrast
to earlier reliance by researchers on bespoke platforms. There has been
a drive for sharing code for commonly available robots and, if possible,
making the experimental procedures available to other HRI researchers
in order to enable them to run the same experiment in their own labs,
testing the generalizability of a certain research question across con-

3https://osf.io
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texts (Baxter et al., 2016). Overall, the notion of generalizability is
highly important even though representative samples are hard to ob-
tain in HRI research.

The choice of methodology also affects the degree to which we can
generalize from our HRI studies in the laboratory to those findings
obtained from field studies. Developing new robots, applying robots
in different contexts, and understanding the potential consequences of
robots for people in daily life may require a combination of the methods
mentioned in this chapter. This does not need to be done in one research
project or by a single researcher but could be accomplished by the HRI
research community over time.

9.8.4 Ethical considerations in HRI studies

Last but not least, one important aspect to consider when dealing with
human participants in HRI studies is the need to take into account
the ethics of human-subjects research. Any research that involves hu-
man participants, whether correlational or experimental, qualitative or
quantitative, online or in person, requires participants’ informed con-
sent before the research is started. That is, participants are informed
about the nature of the study and what to expect, with an emphasis on
the voluntary nature of their participation and information regarding
the risk and benefits of taking part in a given research study. Before
starting a study, either online or in the real world, participants have to
declare that they understand what they will be asked to do and what
will be done with the collected data and that they consent to partic-
ipating. Many universities and institutions have specific guidelines on
how participants can be recruited and informed about their participa-
tion in research studies. Researchers need to be aware of this and follow
all policies to be able to present their results for publication following
the study.

Sometimes, however, it is impossible to fully disclose the actual goals
of the given research project. In that case, a cover story or deception is
used. For instance, in WoZ studies, participants are led to believe that
a robot can behave autonomously. In that case, it is key to provide
post-experimental information, a so-called debriefing , to participants
so that they do not go home from the study thinking that robots are
currently able to function fully autonomously.

This is even more critical if a robot might provide the human inter-
action partner with fictitious feedback about the human’s personality
or performance. Of course, the participants then must be debriefed
about the reason for providing made-up feedback, and they must be
informed that this feedback was actually bogus. Again, this serves to
ensure participants’ psychological well-being beyond the duration of
the study.
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In the case of qualitative research, initial information about the study
goals given to participants may be more cursory, but the common prac-
tice is to later inform study participants of the findings if they are
interested. In some cases, researchers might even discuss their inter-
pretations of the data with participants or collaboratively develop in-
terpretations and future robot design and implementation guidelines
based on the results.

In HRI research, we also have to consider the ethical aspects of having
humans involved with robots—both in terms of physical and psycho-
logical safety and in terms of the implications an interaction could have
for a given individual. Think, for example, of an elderly person who has
had a robot in his or her home for a certain amount of time and might
have gotten attached to the robot companion. Consequently, the day
the robot is taken away, this will cause distress. Users’ emotional re-
actions toward robots, the attachments they might build, and the void
that results when the robot is taken away must be considered.

To make sure that you are complying with ethics regulations, you
may consult with the various codes of ethical conduct, such as those
provided by the American Psychological Association,4 the American
Anthropological Association,5 or the Association for Computing Ma-
chinery.6 Your university’s ethics committee may provide more detailed
feedback regarding your specific research study. Note that ethics ap-
proval is a requirement for publication in many scientific journals, so
consider getting it before you start your data collection.

Along with ethical behavior toward research participants, researchers
should also reflect on the ethical implications of their research aims,
questions, and findings and make choices about what types of research
to pursue, and how to go about it, with these implications in mind. Such
ethical considerations can include questions about where to seek out
and accept funding, whether to participate in research that may inform
particular corporations or governments, and even how to structure one’s
relationship with participants and their ability to provide input on the
methods and presentation of research results.

More generally, the ethical and social consequences of the imple-
mentation of robots in society have to be taken into account. In most
contemporary research projects that deal with smart homes or deploy-
ment of robots in homes, care facilities, or public spaces, these aspects
have to be investigated and addressed. Considering the ethical impli-
cations of digitalization and a potential hybrid human–robot society is
a key societal issue that is now discussed at large, not solely by robot
ethicists and philosophers.

4http://www.apa.org/ethics/code/
5https://s3.amazonaws.com/rdcms-aaa/files/production/public/FileDownloads/

pdfs/issues/policy-advocacy/upload/ethicscode.pdf
6https://www.acm.org/about-acm/code-of-ethics
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9.9 Conclusion

HRI studies have a lot in common with work in several social science
disciplines, including experimental psychology, anthropology, and soci-
ology. It is good practice to be aware of scholarly norms and practices
in the field or fields relevant to your work. HRI researchers are expected
to be aware of and adopt the same rigor when collecting and reporting
data as other scholars using the methods they have chosen.

HRI is also sensitive to the same problems that have plagued the
social sciences for over a century. For example, in the drive to come
up with original work, HRI experiments are almost never repeated.
There is also a considerable publication bias, with positive results more
likely to make it to publication, whereas negative results, less exciting
results, or less conclusive findings tend not to get published or to go
unnoticed. However, HRI has opportunities that were not on offer until
recently. Experimental data, including large video logs, can now be
fully stored and shared with others, ready for scrutiny or additional
analyses. Methods, protocols, and results are now more available than
ever before, largely due to the drive toward open-access publishing and
preregistration of experiments.

HRI researchers can also find relevant methodological approaches
and discussions in the related field of human–computer interaction
(HCI), which has a longer history of performing user studies, system
evaluations, and theory building around the use of computing tech-
nologies in society and can provide guidelines and critical perspectives
pertinent to HRI research. HRI researchers can learn from discussions
about how to incorporate contextual variables into their work, how to
think critically about design and study methods, and how to work more
closely with the potential users of new robotic technologies through
prior work in HCI. It is also, however, important to remember that
HRI deals with robots, which are not only a different, embodied tech-
nology compared to computers but also pose different technical and
social challenges for research.

Questions for you to think about:

• In some instances, it is not ethical or possible to answer a re-
search question with an experiment. Can you think of such an
instance? How would you address ethical issues related to the
setup of your study? How might you address concerns about the
inclusion of vulnerable populations (e.g., children, older adults
with cognitive impairments) in your study?
• “Significance” has been considered a misleading term because it

says nothing about the relevance of a finding. Can you think of
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a situation where finding a significant small effect is relevant?
What about a situation where it is irrelevant?

• Say you want to set up an experiment in which you assess how
well a robot tutor teaches children. How would you set up your
study? How would you measure the robot’s ability as a tutor?
What confounding factors do you expect?
• HRI studies often seek to address people’s subjective experiences

of robots—their enjoyment of the interaction, for example. How
would you measure enjoyment, incorporating both direct and
indirect and subjective and behavioral measures? How would you
make sure that your enjoyment measure has construct validity—
that it is actually measuring enjoyment with the robot, not just
general happiness, or reflecting the participant trying to please
the experimenter?
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